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Literature Review
MYTH 1: ANYBODY CAN UPLOAD ANYTHING ONTO THE INTERNET
For an open access and non-institutional project like SHKSPR.mobi, the immediate objection is that non-academics can
publish scholarship on the internet without having to undergo peer review. However this completely overlooks the purpose
of open source and open access, which make high quality online material free of costs and rights.
•
•
•
•
•

Abstract
This essay combats elitist academic attitudes assuming that all online content is not reputable and that online communication, specifically txtspk, defiles English. By exploring the tenants of open source and open access, particularly the
benefits of free redistribution, online editions of Shakespeare’s plays prove to promote intellectual excellence and transparency, benefitting academics most. Similarly, the belief that txtspk is destroying the English language is a myth because
modernizing and shortening words exist in all languages, including the first printed editions of Shakespeare’s canon. Finally,
this essay addresses future concerns for online editions such as the copyright barriers over intellectual and artistic material,
the necessity of universal design, and the need to recognize privilege and value identity. Terence Eden’s open source project, SHKSPR.mobi, is this essay’s example for discussing academic attitudes toward these concerns. Ultimately this online
txtspk edition of Shakespeare’s canon advances rather than redacts academic scholarship.

Introduction
Academia has a natural aversion to scholarly work produced by non-academics, particularly when posted on the internet. A 2010 textbook on theatrical history, Theatre Histories: An Introduction, bluntly voices the concern that “Anybody
can put up a website with data and opinions that represent no special expertise. Unlike the data and opinion in scholarly
books and articles, those on many websites are not subjected to review by experts in the field before being disseminated to
millions of possible users” (McConachie, et all xxv). Compared to the many complaints such as this one, there are only a few
supporters of online editions – fewer when multimedia are no longer justification for making the edition digital. It has long
been overlooked that aspects of online editions such as open access and online literacy supply intellectual and authoritative
material standard of academic work. Using Terrence Eden’s SHKSPR.mobi, a txtspk online edition of Shakespeare’s canon,
as a basis for conversation, this research project analyzes how open access and txtspk affect the academic authority of this
edition. It shall prove that Eden’s edition advances rather than “deprofessionalizes” Shakespearean studies.

Methodology
An extensive literature review of leading Shakeseparean editors and scholars analyzing open access, printed and online literacy, and barriers to academic scholarship was performed. Four editions of Horatio’s speech in Hamlet 1.4 are
compared for their literary value: the First Folio (1623), the Second Quarto (1604), MIT’s The Complete Works of
William Shakespeare (1993), and Terrence Eden’s SHKSPR.mobi (2007).

SHKSPR.mobi is an open source and open access edition.
Open access means free multimedia.
Open access means free rights to translation.
Open access benefits academics most.
Terence Eden is a credible author.

MYTH 2: TXTSPEAK IS KILLING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
What separates Eden’s SHKSPR.mobi from other online editions is that Eden optimized it for mobile literacy. Labeled
txtspk for its lack of vowels and origin in SMS texting, society has viewed this written form as a desecration of the English
language. However Shakespeare’s texts have been revised for modernized spelling since his plays were first printed. Shortening language, akin to txtspk, is a natural evolution for all languages, tracing back to Latin.
• Institutional figures believe txtspk desecrates the English language.
• Condensing language is an ancient practice.
• Shakespeare’s plays exist in variations. Shakespeare’s original spellings are more confusing than
modernized spellings.
• Spelling is an aesthetic change.
• Modernizing spelling can be considered “popularizing” or “vulgarizing” the text.
• Culture promotes informal communication.
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Conclusions
With an ever-changing online landscape, this analysis cannot claim to be permanent or complete. Currently academia’s
unease over who posts content and who accesses content is the greatest anxiety, but the misconception that txtspeak butchers English is of equal concern. Little attention has been given to how online access and literacy might benefit academics.
Before attacking an online edition of Shakespeare’s canon, it is important to remember that there is not a singular existence
of Shakespeare’s plays: even the original texts survive in different Quartos and Folios. While SHKSPR.mobi might not be
cited as the primary text in the next issue of Shakespeare Survey, this edition is overlooked for its important contribution in
promoting intellectual discussion in the academic community as an extension of Shakespearean editing practices.
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